Experience delicious wood fired
flavor. Cooking with 100% natural,
food-grade hardwood pellets just
tastes better. The way mother
nature intended.

PIT #60801

SPECIAL
BUY!

Burger Capacity:

(4” dia.): 45 total

OVERVIEW

• Total Cooking Area: 838 sq. in.
~ Main Level: 590 sq. inches
~ Upper Level: 248 sq. inches
• Hopper Capacity: 21 lbs.
• Dimensions: 71”W x 24” D x 48”H

> Features heavy-duty steel construction with swing-open, stainless steel cabinet doors

for handy storage. (grease bucket is hidden inside the cabinet) Double-lined stainless steel
grilling lid ensures outstanding heat retention. Showing a touch of class with matching left
side pellet hopper. Four locking caster wheels lets you roll it to a convenient grilling location.
To aid in prepping, you have 2 solid side shelves with BBQ tool hooks. On the front of the
grill is a stainless steel tray, perfect for holding spices, rubs or sauces. If you’re having a beer
while holding down the grill, a bottle opener can be found on the front-left side.

> The digital control board allows for precise temperature control, reaching up to 600°F,
fed by the motorized auger from the 21 lb. capacity pellet hopper. Has 1-touch auto start
button and cool down mode. Includes full-function programmable meat probe and dome
thermometer with bezel.

OPTIONAL:

> Two levels of porcelain-coated cast-iron cooking racks offer a total of 838 sq. inches of

grilling space. Simple flame broiler slide plate allows for more grilling options than traditional
pellet grills. For indirect flame grilling, means the slide plate shut and will perform like a classic pellet grill or slide it open for direct “shear” access to the flame. The proprietary exhaust
system allows smoke to flow fully around your food and out, for even convection cooking.
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Reg. Retail Price:

$1,499.95
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$59.95

You can braise, smoke, sear, bake, grill,
roast, char-grill, and BBQ.

LIMITED

TIME

95 OFFER

Supplies Are Limited to On Hand Quantities

NET PRICING shown here !! No other discounts apply. - merchandise availability is subject to first come first serve Bases. Not responsible for pictorial, typographical or pricing errors.
S&W SUPPLY reserves the right to implement a Force Majeure and change or modify information and pricing represented here.

